
Multifaceted in her talents, Dixie is a singer and one of the most followed digital personalities in the world. 
Her reach is worldwide and spans across all major social media platforms where she has over 90 million 
followers combined. Dixie is one of the top 10 most followed creators on TikTok and was named one of 
YouTube’s Top 10 Breakout Creators of 2020 with one of the fastest growing channels globally. Her influence 
on social media has earned her coveted spots on lists such as Forbes 30 Under 30 and AdWeek’s 2020 Young 
Influentials. 
  
Dixie doesn’t fit into one category, and neither does her music. Since signing with HITCO and under the 
guidance of LA Reid, Dixie has entered the music industry with a rare ferocity. She’s been crafting sounds that 
represent the creative, open-minded, and versatile generation from which she comes. For Dixie, a song 
shouldn’t represent just one emotion, so her music represents a multitude of them. Her influences come 
from everywhere, ranging from the country music her mom grew up listening to in Louisiana, to the 
SoundCloud rap she discovered as a high schooler in Connecticut.  
 
Her first single, “Be Happy,” recorded at the front-end of the pandemic, flipped the melodrama of depressive 
youth and turned it into a shout-it-out anthem that has been streamed over 300 million times — and 
counting — since its July 1, 2020 release date. The song was an instant hit, and within weeks entered the US 
Top 40 and took the No.1 spot on TikTok’s sounds and Billboard’s Top Triller U.S. Chart concurrently. Dixie 
says she “wants people to feel heard” while listening to her music, especially when that relief comes with 
deeper emotions. “Be Happy” is all about giving herself and her listeners permission to feel things without 
regret. It spoke to what life is like during a year filled with tumultuous uncertainties and unrest, and 
accounted for just how important self-love and recognition can be. The music video for the “Be Happy” remix 
(featuring blackbear and Lil Mosey) garnered close to 20 million views in just one month. On TikTok, a mere 
15-second clip of the original song has been the background for more than 3.9 million creations, many of 
which show users on mental and physical journeys of self-improvement.  
  
Within 1 year of her debut release, Dixie had worked with musical powerhouses Wiz Khalifa and Liam Payne 
on tracks “One Day” and “Naughty List” respectively. “Them even hearing my voice is insane,” she says of her 
recent collaborators.  “I love being able to work with these people, and when they want to work with me it’s 
even crazier. I take a lot of advice from people; I always ask questions. Everyone has their own style and it 
doesn’t hurt to learn from other people.”  
 
Building upon that momentum and her focus on cultivating self-empowerment for herself and her listeners, 
Dixie concluded 2020 with the release of “Roommates,” which was inspired by a poem written by 2x 
GRAMMY-Award Nominee & mental health advocate Demi Lovato. The single was followed by “FUCKBOY” in 
2021, a heartbreak pop song that pushed listeners to reclaim their power and uphold their standards while 
acknowledging the fallout of fuckboy antics, something universally understood in the world of young love in 
today’s modern dating culture. The song crowned Dixie as the first artist to land 3 #1’s on Billboard’s Top 
Triller U.S. Chart.  
  
With each new release, Dixie continues to grow and push the boundaries as an artist, creating pop hits that 
resonate with a global audience while tackling issues like the destigmatization of mental health in a way that 
is both approachable and real. “It’s about changing how you talk about things,” she says. “When you’re 
singing a sad song, it doesn’t need to be sad music.” Alongside the support and collaboration with her team 
and historic producers, she has quickly made waves as a fresh face in the industry.     
  
Outside of music, Dixie is making her mark on the fashion and entertainment worlds, shooting for major 
outlets like V Magazine, Perfect Magazine & Nylon and collaborating with the likes of Chanel, Versace and 
Valentino. In 2021, her and her sister Charli unveiled their first standalone brand, Social Tourist, in 
partnership with Hollister.  



  
Now one of the most recognizable faces online, in print and soon to be on screen with her family’s new Hulu 
docuseries, The D’Amelio Show, Dixie continues to use her platforms to raise mental health awareness and 
combat bullying. She’s partnered with UNICEF in its cyberbullying awareness campaigns and continues to 
speak out against the too-often experienced trauma on her podcast, 2 Chix, which she hosts with her sister, 
Charli. If that didn’t keep her busy enough, Dixie also hosts her own talk show, The Early Late Show on 
YouTube, featuring guests like Hailey Bieber, Dave Portnoy, 24kGoldn and more. Dixie’s days are all about 
music and loved ones - when she’s not in the studio, she spends time with her family and friends, creating 
content, laughing, and dancing offbeat to whatever drum that’s being played. 
  
 


